ENTRANT VEHICLE GUIDE
WHO CAN ENTER?
All entrants must hold a current, unrestricted, unsuspended driver’s licence. We check these too, so be honest.
Learner drivers are not permitted to be entrants. Drivers with provisional licenses are permitted to enter however,
restrictions applied to the license conditions in the state of issue still apply.
Entrants under the age of 18 years must have a parent or guardian’s consent to participate.
VEHICLE REQUIREMENTS
Entrants are renowned for having the toughest highly modified cars in the country. They look, sound and go like
nothing the factory would build today and their owners take ultimate pride in them.
Have a sweet whip 30yrs or older and in original condition? You qualify as well!
Vehicle requirements include:
1. Paint and body modifications
2. Engine performance upgrades and engine bay presentation
3. Custom fabrication
4. Wheel, suspension and brake upgrades
5. Custom interior, including aftermarket car audio components
RESTRICTED ENTRY
The following are examples of cases in which restricted access may be necessary;
- Entrants who cannot prove full registration
- Highly modified cars without an engineer’s certificate
- Purpose-built, unregistered, fully sign-written race cars
- Promotional vehicles
Entrant vehicles that don’t meet the safety requirements due to extensive modifications i.e. purpose-built nitro drag
car, will be approved for entry but not permitted to participate in all events or cruise.
SPONSORED VEHICLES
Vehicles with paintwork or windscreens displaying excessive sponsor branding, advertising or marketing material are
considered commercial participants and additional fees may be charged upon application approval.
DRIVER AND PASSENGER SEATING RULE FOR CRUISING
All vehicle seats must be fixed in place to an automotive industry acceptable standard, guidance information can be
found in the Vehicle Standards Bulletin 14 (VSB14).
All occupants must be seated with an approved seatbelt securely fitted whilst the vehicle is in motion.

